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the game was made using the id tech 3 game engine, which the developers felt was
ideal for a third-person cover-based game. the most obvious change to the game

engine from id tech 2 is a more aggressive approach to creating the level design. as
in previous games by the studio, such as splinter cell, the team wanted to create a
feeling of exploration, and to do this, they added more "spots" to the levels than in
previous games. for example, with previous games the levels tended to be based
around a series of corridors, and the player would get into the action by moving

through a series of doors. this meant that the game levels were often too linear for
the team's liking, and so they added branching paths and sections of open spaces

to give the levels more variety and make the player feel more involved. many of the
levels take place in the jungle, which the team felt was an ideal setting for an

adventure game, providing ample opportunity for exploration and interaction. there
are even a couple of puzzles where the solution is entirely environmental. during
the game's development, when the art team were making their changes to the

game's characters, they were not thinking about what the game would be like when
released. this was partly to prevent them from being too attached to the characters
before they had established themselves in the public eye; however, when asked for

their ideas for the game's characters, the art team members always tried to put
themselves in their place. amy hennig, the game's director, wanted the character of
nathan drake to reflect a more realistic world of flawed characters who knew what
they were doing and what they wanted, and also felt that the game should feature
action sequences. she also wanted the game to reflect the fact that drake was a

rich man who had other options and therefore the motivation to go on an
adventure. the writers then combined these two concepts to produce the game's
protagonist, nathan drake. drake's greedy personality combined with his desire to

discover the secrets of the island, and the fact that he had to leave his life of wealth
and ease to undertake the adventure, was developed in the main character.
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there was some criticism of the voice acting, particularly for the american voice acting done
by kevin tancharoen and for the english voice acting done by mark hale. although many of the

actors portrayed their characters well, the characters and dialogue were called
"unmemorable". the audio soundtrack was mainly composed by series composer, mark

mothersbaugh, and was widely praised for its strong use of the stereophonic effects and use
of memorable tracks such as the tom petty song, "free fallin' ". the european version of the

game, along with the european releases of the subsequent games, featured some minor audio
differences with the north american version. the european version featured the "falling

dragons" piece as the in-game music. the game shipped with an in-game map that displayed
collectible items, with some being related to the storyline, while others were simply

collectibles. to help players track their progress through the game, there was also a save
feature, along with the ability to load prior saved games. the map and save features were also
used in the playstation 3 version, but due to hardware differences between the two systems,

the feature could not be used in the ps2 version. the developers attempted to make the game
more accessible to new players. this included a tutorial to teach players the basics of the

gameplay, which included basic controls, aiming, and the use of grenades. it was also noted
that the game did not feature a traditional pause function that would stop the game and allow

the player to take control of the game, with the tutorial keeping the player in the middle of
the action. for seasoned players, the developers made use of the "quick time event" system,
an on-screen button prompt that allowed the player to act in certain situations. this feature
was originally designed to prevent annoying sequences that would occur if the player acted

too early or too late. for example, the on-screen prompt could be used to give drake a tactical
advantage in a firefight. 5ec8ef588b
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